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Cat, The Rat and the Baseball Bat, The
Griffiths, Andy & Denton, Terry
That cat is back!

Goddess: Starcrossed 3
Angelini, Josephine
The third and final book in the internationally
bestselling "Starcrossed" series

He's back with a rat and a baseball bat.
She must rise, or they will fall...
And when the cat starts to chase the rat, around
and around the mat, the trouble is only just
beginning.
A rhyming story of mischief and mayhem that will
delight everyone, especially beginner readers,
accompanied by Terry Denton's energetically comic
illustrations.

Helen's powers are increasing - and so is the
distance between her and her mortal friends. To
make matters worse, the Oracle reveals that a
dangerous traitor is lurking among them, and all
fingers point to Orion. Still unsure whether she loves
him or Lucas, Helen is forced to make a terrifying
decision, or risk all-out war.

The story first appeared in 'The Cat on the Mat is
Flat'.
Suitable for ages 4 - 104
Pan Australia • P/B • Picture Storybooks

9781742613048

$6.99

Tidal: Watersong 3
Hocking, Amanda

With Penn and Lexi determined to kill Gemma and
replace her with another siren, Gemma's life is in
grave danger... unless she can break the curse
before it's too late. With the help of Harper and
Daniel, she'll delve deep into her enemies' mythical
past - and their darkest secrets. It's her only hope of
saving everything she holds dear: her family, her
life, and her relationship with Alex - the only guy
she's ever loved.

Tor UK • P/B (B) • Children's: General Fiction

$16.99

Mystic: Soul Seekers 3
Noel, Alyson

$16.99

"In the holidays before the dreaded term at
Crowthorne Grammar's outdoor education camp,
two things out of the ordinary happened. A picture of
me was plastered all over a twenty-metre billboard.
And I kissed Ben Capaldi."
Boarding for a term in the wilderness, Sibylla
expects the gruesome outdoor education program but friendship complications, and love that goes
wrong? They come extra-curricula. Lou from 'Six
Impossible Things' is a reluctant new girl for this
term in the great outdoors. Faking it like a pro with
the counsellor, Lou is trying to find her own way
through grief following a sudden death nearly a year
ago. When Sibylla finds herself in a tangle of
betrayal, it is Lou who steps up to help her out.
Pan Australia • P/B (B) • Children's: General Fiction

9781742612317

$16.99

Wildlife 24-Copy Dumpbin
Wood, Fiona

After experiencing terrifying visions, Daire Santos
goes to live with her grandmother in the dusty New
Mexico town of enchantment. There she discovers
that she's a Soul Seeker - a person who can
navigate between the living and the dead. Guided
by her grandmother, Daire has learned how to
harness her powers - just in time. enchantment is
controlled by the evil Richter family, who are
determined to rule over the Lowerworld,
Middleworld and Upperworld - upsetting the natural
balance and causing chaos. Daire is the only
person who can stop the Richters, but there's one
problem: she's in love with Dace, whose twin
brother Cade is a shape-shifter, out to steal Daire's
powers. And both boys belong to the Richter clan.
Can Daire fulfil her destiny without destroying her
one true love?
Macmillan • P/B (B) • Children's: General Fiction

9781447206835

9780330529761
Wildlife
Wood, Fiona

The third book in Amanda Hocking's "Watersong"
Series

9781447205746

Macmillan • P/B (B) • Children's: General Fiction

$16.99

Includes 24 copies x ISBN 9781742612317 Wildlife

Pan Australia • Bin • Point Of Sale

9789991302041

$407.76

Gloss
Kaye, Marilyn

Don't Look Back
Hayes, S. B.

Four girls are living out their wildest dreams during
one steamy New York summer of fashion, romance,
secrets and glamour. experience the swinging
sixties in this brand-new teen series.

Sinead has been taunted by her manipulative
brother Patrick all her life. Now he is missing. But he
hasn't stopped messing with her.

New York, 1963. Fashion, music and attitudes are
changing, and there's nowhere in in the world more
exciting.

Compelled to search for him by her overbearing
mother, Sinead discovers a trail of sinister clues
which she knows Patrick has left for her. They lead
her to Benedict House: a place where time stands
still and nothing is as it seems.

Sherry, Donna, Allison and Pamela have each
landed a dream internship at Gloss; America's
number-one fashion magazine. each girl is trying to
make her mark on New York and each finds herself
thrown head-first into the buzzing world of celebrity,
high-end fashion and gossip. But everything isn't as
glamorous as it seems - secrets from the past
threaten to shatter their dreams.

There she meets James, who is also looking for
answers about his troubled past. Together, James
and Sinead will discover terrifying truths that will test
them to the very limit. For Benedict House is not a
place for the living, and Patrick will stop at nothing
to bring them down...

Macmillan • P/B (B) • Children's: General Fiction

9781447223979

$16.99

Why Noah Chose the Dove
Bashevis Singer, Isaac

Quercus • P/B (B) • Children's: General Fiction

9780857386816

$16.99

Guinea Pigs Online: Viking Victory
Grey, Jennifer and Swift, Amanda

Illustrator: Carle, Eric
"Noah was a righteous man," says Isaac Bashevis
Singer, so he and his family were to be saved from
the flood. But rumor had it that only the best of all
living creatures were to be taken aboard the Ark
with Noah. In a fresh and lively approach to the ageold account, Isaac Bashevis Singer sets down the
dialogue of the animals as they vie with one another
for a place on the Ark.

A nasty builder with a huge digger is threatening the
guinea pigs' woodland! The furry pals must protect
it - but how?
Terry wants to tell all his friends online...
eduardo thinks a protest song will do the trick...
While Coco just wants everyone to get on with it!
Then they meet Olaf the Viking guinea pig who
claims to be over 1,000 years old.
Can they use his ancient tactics to help fight the
builder?

St Martin's Press • P/B • Picture Storybooks

9781250021991

$12.99

Railsea
Mieville, China

When they find a wrecked train, it's a welcome
distraction. But the impossible salvage Sham finds
there leads to trouble. Soon he's hunted on all
sides: by pirates, trainsfolk, monsters and salvagescrabblers. And it might not be just Sham's life that's
about to change. It could be the whole of the railsea.
Macmillan • P/B (B) • Children's: General Fiction

$14.99

Gamers' Rebellion
Ivanoff, George

$12.99

These fibs just got real! The second hilarious book
about Oliver Fibbs: the world's biggest liar.
"Hi! I'm Oliver Tibbs (some people call me 'Oliver
Fibbs') and sometimes my life gets a little DAB Dull And Boring. So from time to time I 'get creative'
with the truth at Show and Tell. But this time
something exciting ReALLY HAS happened! Dad
has been bitten by a strange tropical insect, and
struck down with Wenghi Benghi Fever. It's highly
likely the bugs will get me too - and I'll break out in
green spots, orange boils, a red rash and probably
turn into a bloodsucking zombie killer - like Agent Q
in my favourite comic!"

Macmillan • P/B (B) • Children's: General Fiction

9781447220244

$12.99

Charlie Joe Jackson's Guide to Not Reading
Greenwald, Tommy

Tark and Zyra finally make it out into the real
world... but things are not quite what they expected.
They soon discover the sinister uses to which the
game is being put and the shocking way it is all
operated - with dozens of kidnapped children wired
directly into the mainframe, their brains keeping the
whole thing going. Will Tark and Zyra be able to free
these children and save the characters within the
game? Or will the Designers' plans for world
domination win out?

Ford Street Publishing • P/B (B) • Children's: Science Fiction

9781921665974

9781780878430

Oliver Fibbs and the Giant Boy-Munching Bugs
Hartley, Steve

On board the moletrain Medes, a boy called Sham
watches in awe as he witnesses his first
moldywarpe hunt. The giant mole bursting from the
earth, the harpoonists targeting their prey, the battle
resulting in one's death and the other's glory are
extraordinary. But no matter how spectacular it is,
travelling the endless rails of the railsea, Sham
senses that there's more to life. even if his captain
can think only of her obsessive hunt for one savage
mole.

9781447220107

Quercus • P/B • Children's: General Fiction

$16.95

Illustrator: Coovert, J. P.
A hilarious book about the extreme lengths to which
one boy will go to avoid reading a book.
Charlie Joe Jackson may be the most reluctant
reader ever born. And so far, he's managed to get
through life without ever reading an entire book from
cover to cover. But now that he's in middle school,
avoiding reading isn't as easy as it used to be. And
when his friend Timmy McGibney decides that he's
tired of covering for him, Charlie Joe finds himself
resorting to desperate measures to keep his perfect
record intact. This is the hilarious story of an avid
non-reader and the extreme lengths to which he'll
go to get out of reading a book.
St Martin's Press • P/B (B) • Children's: General Fiction

9781250003379

$9.99

Annoying Orange #1: Secret Agent Orange
Shaw, Scott and Kazelah, Mike
Orange has jumped out of the fruit bowl and into his
first graphic navel!
Secret Agents 00-Orange and Oh-Oh-Nerville may
be the best spies working on Her Majesty's Select
Produce, but they haven't gone up against the color
purple-stealing mastermind Grapefinger before!
With the most insane scheme ever devised, the fate
of the world is at stake. Can Orange annoy the bad
guys into submission?

Princess and the Wizard Sound Book, The
Donaldson, Julia
Illustrator: Monks, Lydia
The princess may try seven times to escape
By changing her colour and changing her shape.
But each time Princess eliza changes - into a blue
fish, a yellow chick, an orange fox or a black cat the wicked Wizard finds her and sets her another
horrible task. Will this plucky princess be able to
outwit him and escape back to the palace in time to
cut her birthday cake? Press the 10 interactive
sound buttons and bring the story to life!
The perfect gift for all fans of Julia Donaldson and
Lydia Monks, creators of the bestselling picture
book 'What the Ladybird Heard'.

St Martin's Press • TPB • Children's: General Fiction

9781597073615

$9.99

Blue Chameleon
Gravett, Emily

Macmillan • H/B • Sound, Noise and Musical Books

9780230770201

$26.99

Singing Mermaid Book and CD Pack, The
Donaldson, Julia

Now available as a sturdy board book.

Illustrator: Monks, Lydia

He can turn himself into anything and appear to fit in
anywhere, but it seems that neither the swirly snail,
the green grasshopper nor the stripy sock want to
be friends with the blue chameleon. Will he ever
find someone to talk to? Someone just like him?

The singing mermaid is tempted away from her
home at Silversands to join the circus. The
audiences love her but the poor mermaid, kept in a
tank by the wicked circus owner Sam Sly, soon
longs to return to the freedom of the sea. Will she
ever escape?

With a subtle and witty interplay between words and
illustrations, this introduction to colours and shapes
(and chameleons!) is sure to delight everyone, from
the youngest child upwards, and is now available in
a new format that is perfect for little hands!

Macmillan • Board • Picture Storybooks

9781447218661

$14.99

This Royal Baby
Newcome, Zita

With glitter throughout, this is a beautiful, lyrical new
picture book from the creators of the bestselling
'What the Ladybird Heard'.

Macmillan • Pack • Picture Storybooks

9780230769779

$19.99

Dear Zoo (Mini edition)
Campbell, Rod

Perfect for your little prince or princess!
This royal baby wears a crown - but it giggles, cries
and plays just like every other baby too! every page
in this big, bright book shows a different baby:
sleepy, silly and sad, in bed, bath or highchair, doing
all the things that babies do, and finishing with what
they all love the most - a cuddle with mummy.

A special miniature edition of the bestselling classic
children's book!
A letter to the zoo asking for a pet results in a
succession being dispatched - all of the deliveries
containing highly unsuitable pets! All, of course,
except the last one...
*Available March

With bold, appealing illustations and simple, sturdy
mechanisms on every page, this is an ideal way to
introduce all babies - royal or otherwise! - to first
expressions and feelings.

Campbell Books • Board • Picture Storybooks

9780230772847

$24.99

Crocodile Who Didn't Like Water, The
Merino, Gemma

Macmillan • H/B • Pop-up and Lift-the-Flap Books

9780230771468

$9.99

Tip Tap Went the Crab
Hopgood, Tim

Meet a most unusual crocodile!

Take a tip-tap walk from 1 to 10!

everybody knows that crocodiles love water, but this
little crocodile is different. He doesn't like water at
all. In fact, he prefers climbing trees! But it can be
lonely when you're the odd one out, so the little
crocodile tries his best to change. But being wet
isn't for everyone - and a shiver soon becomes a
cold and the cold becomes a sneeze, a very hot
sneeze... Could it be that this little crocodile isn't a
crocodile at all? He might just be a DRAGON!

When a curious little crab tip-taps out of her rock
pool to explore the big blue sea, she discovers a
world full of wonderful creatures. But after she's
counted everything from one noisy seagull and two
sleepy sea lions to nine silent sharks at the bottom
of the sea, the little crab soon realizes that her very
own rock pool is the most amazing place of all. And
so she tip-taps happily home... closely followed by
her ten baby crabs.

A funny, unique and uplifting story from a debut
author-illustrator.

An engaging board book about counting from the
winner of the Best emerging Illustrator, Booktrust
early Years Awards.

Macmillan • P/B • Picture Storybooks

9781447214717

$14.99

Macmillan • Board • Picture Storybooks

9781447218678

$12.99

Cat, The Rat and the Baseball Bat, The
Griffiths, Andy & Denton, Terry
That cat is back!
He's back with a rat and a baseball bat.
And when the cat starts to chase the rat, around
and around the mat, the trouble is only just
beginning.
A rhyming story of mischief and mayhem that will
delight everyone, especially beginner readers,
accompanied by Terry Denton's energetically comic
illustrations.
The story first appeared in 'The Cat on the Mat is
Flat'.
Suitable for ages 4 - 104
Pan Australia • H/B • Picture Storybooks

9781742612843

$16.99

Toucan Brothers, The
Freeman, Tor
Plumbers to the Rescue!
What do you do when your sink's on the blink? In
Tapton everyone knows who to call - the Toucans
that can do, Sammy and Paul! But when new
plumber Flash Rover swings into town, the Toucan's
telephone stops ringing. Flash Rover may be faster
and cheaper, but he's also a rotten cheat and it isn't
long before the people of Tapton find themselves in
deep, deep water...
So remember, if there's a job that you simply can't
do then call those that can - the twosome that can
do, the Brothers Toucan!
A future classic - you'll laugh until your pipes burst!
Macmillan • P/B • Picture Storybooks

9781447218630

$14.99

Dinosaurs Do Too!
Redfern, Katherine
When I grow up I want to be a... DINOSAUR!
When one dinosaur-mad little boy pays a visit to the
dinosaur museum, a wonderful flight of fancy follows
as he imagines all the ways that he is just like his
favourite creatures.
With fun facts on every page as well as large tabs to
pull, wheels to turn and a giant T-Rex on the final,
fold-out page, 'Dinosaurs Do Too' is guaranteed to
delight young dinosaur fans everywhere!

Campbell Books • Board • Pop-up and Lift-the-Flap Books

9780230766730

$16.99

